
How to communicate the complexity from te fast fashion industry to the out-
side, and do people know about the problems?



Brand , 
Disigns a new line.

Brand, 
Searches for a production site for their fabrics 

Brand, 
Goes true a middleman to find a producer

Producer

infiromental safegards 
aren’t taken.

The workers suffer

There are no filters. 
The water is drained 
unfiltered into the 
river.

The factory usses 
the cheapest 
means of produc-
tion. This often 
means cheap but 
dangerous chem-
icals and harmful 
dyes used in the 
production pro-

The river gets polluted

The industry that polutes the city 
and surounding lan d becomes one 
of the biggest employers

The city becomes specialized in 
textile production

The community is now reliant on the facto-
ries, 

The workers work long 
hours for litle pay

The workers suffer 
healt risk from the 
dangerous work They can’t quit

They produce the goods at a 
low price

The brand gets their clothes

Gets a set price for the 
fabric. (this is often verry 

Producer, 
Tries to Keep the produc-
tion costs as low as possi-

Catoen is harvested

The coton is bundeled and  trwtransport-
ed to the factory

The cotton is woven

The fabric is dyed

People that rely on the river lose their lively-
hood

Rual comunities are distroyed, they either adapt or 
move.

Wild live and fish population that rely on the river’s 
die.

Many move away  
because of health risks 
or have to find other 
jobs .



           Brand, 
with a new collection 

Looks for the 
right fabric for the 
collection

Fabric producer 
produces the fabric

Looks for the right producer 
for the clothes of the collection

Fabric ships to 
producer for the 
clothes. 

Clothing shipt to 
Brand and 
shops who orderd
by the brand

The clothes hang 
in shops

Get selled 
by customer

The other 
clothing
goes on sale

What remains
stored for
next year

Goes on sale 
again

When they still 
have clothing from that 
collection they
sell it to market stall. 
Our from some brands 
you can send it back to
there o�ce, so it dont get
on the market. 

Wears clothing

Hangs in the closet Goes in the 
second hand shop

Gets ugly 

Thrown away

    Get selled 
   by customer
and is worn again

Let produce the clothing

Prices ar to low factory starts 
cuting corners to make a po�t

Farmer 
east the 
cotton

     Cotton get’s 
   harvested with 
chemical pesticides 

Cotton 
shiped to 
producer

Factory gets a 
deadline for the amount 
and a price per article 
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